
GREAT SOUND, SMALL SIZE

– THE POWER TO STAY IN TOUCH



You need more than just power to get the best out of 
your hearing. Your hearing solution should also 
provide a clear, closer-to-natural sound picture, as well 
as empower you in all of your everyday activities. 
Whether you’re with friends, family or co-workers, you 
want to be able to listen and share experiences. 

And when watching TV or talking on the phone, you 
want to enjoy crystal clear sound without distortion or 
delay. If there’s one device that can adapt to your 
needs, it’s the new Epoq Power. 

This small, award winning solution was until recently 
only available for milder hearing losses. But now you 
too can enjoy the clear, rich and comfortable sound 
quality that defi nes Epoq as a family.

Epoq Power 

– performance you can rely on



NOTHING SOUNDS MORE NATURAL
While standard instruments operate independently, a 
pair of Epoqs continuously communicates wirelessly with 
each other to provide a clear and balanced sound picture. 
With Epoq Power, you’ll fi nd it easier to decide WHERE 
sounds are coming from, WHO is speaking and WHAT is 
being said.
 
NOTHING LOOKS MORE ELEGANT
Epoq Power’s slim and elegant shell looks nothing like 
the big and bulky power solutions of yesterday. The new 
technology has made it possible to reduce the size 
considerably and at the same time signifi cantly improve 
sound quality. 
 
NOTHING MAKES YOU FEEL MORE CONNECTED
Most people can use a phone without a moment’s 
hesitation. Now you can do the same. Say farewell to poor 
sound quality and hello to Oticon Streamer! Epoq’s 
optional wireless companion device can send the sound 
from your phone or TV directly into both ears thus turning 
your Epoqs into tiny headsets. Streamer even works as a 
remote control for your Epoq instruments, so you can 
change the volume or programs at the mere touch of a 
button.



MUCH BETTER HEARING, 

FAR LESS EFFORT

With Epoq you can always be part of the moment.
 
•  Enjoy CLEARER, MORE NATURAL sound quality

•  Get better at LOCATING SOUNDS – wherever they are

•  TALK ON THE PHONE and LISTEN TO THE TV with the   
 same ease as everyone else

•  Enjoy a new in ear system design that helps 
 ELIMINATE the “PLUGGED UP” FEELING

•  Enjoy GREAT COMFORT and no fear of feedback and   
 whistling

•  Wear devices that are so SMALL and DISCREET, you’re  
 likely to forget they’re even there

Don’t just take our word for it. Experience for yourself what life 

could be like with the new Epoq Power!



What Epoq Power users are saying:

A new world of sound
“I can’t believe how good the Oticon Epoqs are. I’m 
hearing the nearest thing to real sound for the fi rst time in 
20 years! I can even now hear things like the fl ag fl apping 
in the wind in my backyard and the noise of the rope 
against the fl agpole.” Russell, 70 

”Being able to get the signal from my mobile phone sent 
directly into both ears is a tremendous relief. It’s inde-
scribable! I can even talk while I’m driving, without 
breaking the law! The interaction with the Streamer is 
superb.” Bjarne, 65

“I listened only to old music that I knew the lyrics to, 
because I could no longer pick out words from sound. 
Now, I hear the words to my music.” Connie, 33



Oticon Epoq was recently awarded three prestigious 
international awards for its innovation, world-class 
engineering, and pioneering design.

RITE POWER BTE POWER

Gold Dust 87 Ice Blue 81 Orchid 82 Silver Grey 86

Blue 47 Red 46 Purple 45 Silver 44

Baby Pink 43 Baby Blue 42

Chroma Beige 90 Chestnut Brown 93 Steel Grey 92Silver Grey 91

Chroma Beige 80 Espresso 83 White Silver 84 Steel Grey 85



Accessories

ConnectLine
The unmatched way to give 
even more satisfaction with 
your instruments.

With the optional Oticon 
Streamer, you’ll be able to enjoy 
the benefi ts of using landline 
phones and cell phones, made 
possible with our new hear-
ing instruments. Listening to 
music or watching TV becomes 
a pleasure also for other family 
members.  
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FM-Connections 

The R12 FM-receiver the 
smallest FM solution you can 

get, now available in multiple 
colours.

While hearing instruments 
make everyday sounds more 

accessible, FM solutions focus 
on speech and make listening 

over distances or in particularly 
noisy situations – like class-

rooms – a lot easier.



www.oticon.com
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People First
We believe that it takes more than technology and audiology 
to create the best hearing instruments. That’s why we put the 
individual needs and wishes of people with hearing loss first in 
our development of new hearing care solutions.


